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ABSTRACT
This research involves a multi-agent based simulation modeling a large swarm of adversarial
UAVs attacking a surface target and groups of friendly UAVs responding to thwart the attack.
Defense systems need to cooperatively negotiate which enemy systems to engage to maximize
the number of aggressor systems destroyed. Using optimal centralized task assignment methods
as a baseline, various distributed methods are examined for efficiency and effectiveness. Our
findings indicate that the optimality of distributed methods does approach that of centralized
methods, though further study is warranted in future simulations with additional constraints,
and in field experimentation with physical UAVs. We further find that the number of defender
agents, the effectiveness of their weapon systems, and their speeds contribute significantly to
the defender swarm’s effectiveness.
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Unmanned systems are becoming a vital part of the U.S. military’s arsenal. [1] states:
By performing tasks such as surveillance; signals intelligence (SIGINT); precision
target designation; mine detection; and chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear
(CBRN) reconnaissance, unmanned systems have made key contributions to the
Global War on Terror (GWOT). As of October 2008, coalition unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS) (exclusive of hand-launched systems) have flown almost 500,000
flight hours in support of Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom, un-
manned ground vehicles (UGVs) have conducted over 30,000 missions, detect-
ing and/or neutralizing over 15,000 improvised explosive devices (IEDs), and un-
manned maritime systems (UMSs) have provided security to ports.
Unmanned systems are not limited to the U.S. military. International governments are also
actively developing and deploying these systems, including potential adversaries such as Iran
and China. Iran has a UAV bomber, Karrar (Farsi for “Striker”), that can deliver a 500 lb
bomb or a short range cruise missile 300 miles [2]. China has actively pursued anti-radiation
autonomous UAV systems which have been identified as a “significant threat to various critical
military C4ISR facilities on Taiwan as well as to U.S. operational forces in the region” [3].
These attacks involve swarms of UAVs attacking single high value targets and overwhelming
their defence systems by the sheer number of UAVs involved in the attack.
These kinds of attacks can be envisioned on land based radar or other targets. In fact, these
attacks need not come exclusively from unmanned aerial systems. Unmanned surface, ground,
and undersea systems may conceivably be employed as well. Unmanned systems also need not
be lethal; swarms of systems could be employed for misdirection, jamming, and other battlefield
requirements. As the use of unmanned systems accelerates, it is easy to envision scenarios in
which unmanned systems engage other unmanned systems.
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Designing groups of unmanned systems capable of engaging other groups of unmanned systems
is more cost effective when modeling and simulation is employed during system development.
Systems can be modeled with some parameters of interest in mind. Simulations can be per-
formed using the models and many different possible system configurations can be examined
without having to physically build and test those systems. Given a set of objectives, an ideal set
of parameters can be found through experimentation and analysis [4].
1.2 Research Questions
This work examines methods of assigning blue defence UAVs to aggressor red UAVs in order
to protect a high value asset owned by the blue team. There are centralized assignment methods
that are known to be optimal, but non-optimal decentralized methods exist that are less com-
putationally complex (see Section 1.3). Also, individual agents might have access to global
or local information, e.g., sensing data for an individual agent is not global in a completely
decentralized solution. The research questions we wish to explore are:
1. Do decentralized assignment methods approach centralized methods’ effectiveness in
complex scenarios with a large number (up to 150 aggressor vs. 450 defender) of agents?
2. How much do other factors in a complex scenario contribute to a blue team’s defence
capability as compared to the assignment method (i.e., is assignment method a major
factor in blue’s effectiveness)?
3. What are the tradeoffs between global and local information availability versus perfor-
mance?
1.3 Literature Review
Studies involving large groups of cooperative agents have been conducted as in [5, 6, 7], but
these studies are based on cellular or insect behavior and the individual agents are not as com-
plex as a UAV system. Studies do exist in which small groups of more complex unmanned
systems cooperate with or compete against one another, but further study needs to be done for
larger group sizes. The work of [8] studies coordination of tasks and control of groups of three
to six UAVs. Jin and Polycarpou [9] study teams of UAVs performing search and destroy mis-
sions with battle damage assessment, having teams of size two to ten. A study in [10] examines
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the problem of routing UAVs to predetermined fixed targets with group sizes four to seven. This
work seeks to model the behavior of a large number of agents who are individually complex.
Models are developed for both red and blue systems, leveraging previous work as in [11]. A
good basis for both the UAV models (aggressor and defender) is utility-based agents. Agents
are “anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon
that environment” [12]. Utility-based agents have a goal and employ a utility function to map
the degree to which the goal is being met to a real number. The goal of the blue agents in this
work is to minimize the total distance to be traveled by the blue team and this is periodically
checked via a matrix of Euclidean distances of individual blues to individual reds maintained
throughout the scenario (see Chapter 2). Previous work has had UAVs search for stationary
targets using distance as a measure of utility [13].
Though scenarios can be envisioned where autonomous sea, land, or air unmanned systems may
act in groups in order to achieve a goal or attack a specific target, this study confines itself to
unmanned air systems. The study examines countermeasures for swarms of UAVs performing
a SEADS, that is, suppression of enemy air defense systems, attack against a surface target. A
major objective of the study is to see how various task assignment methodologies protect the
surface target. It has been observed that it is difficult to find a one-size-fits-all coordination
approach [14], so we use a domain-specific approach.
The scenario outlined in Section 1.4 is based on a review of various existing physical systems.
It is possible that more capable (i.e., faster, higher endurance) systems exist, but information on
their specifications or existence is difficult to locate in open literature. It is likely that our sce-
nario and simulator can be scaled to reflect values required for many different systems and the
predictive model proposed in Section 4.3 provides conservative estimates for red attrition rates
for a wide variety of scenarios. We choose a maximum of 150 incoming reds because an Arleigh
Burke class destroyer as it has about 90 surface-to-air missiles [15] and we assume that many
high value assets would have comparable defences. The range of blue UAV weapon systems
were based on [11, 16, 17, 18] and a range of 10 meters was chosen for our scenario. However,
it is probable that weapon systems exist that have higher ranges since lethality specifications on
more modern systems are difficult to find in open literature. Choosing the Pk for blue weapon
systems also proved difficult based on what is available in open literature. We used some data
on anti-air artillery in [19] to arrive at a conservative estimate of 0.85 for Pk for a given blue’s
weapon system. We chose to vary Pk in order to account for variability in available weapon
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systems (see 3.2.5). The choices of near 12,000 ft as a cruising altitude for incoming reds as
well as speeds varying between 80 and 160 knots for both blue and red UAVs were based on
a study of specifications of Harpy and similar systems [20, 21, 22, 23]. Red arrivals can be
modeled as a Poisson process since arrivals times between red subteams can be assumed to be
independent [24] – blue team does not know when reds will arrive .
In order for subteams of blues to behave as a cohesive unit, methods of keeping them spatially
close were examined. Classic Boids flocking [25] mimics the behavior of flocks of birds and
schools of fish and can be characterized by three parameters: (1) cohesion, or the degree to
which individual flock members seek to remain spatially close, (2) separation, or the degree to
which individual members seek to avoid colliding with one another, and (3) alignment, or the
degree to which individual flock members seek to move in the same direction. Other methods of
maintaining spatial cohesion include collective potentials [26], and a variation of Boids flocking
that incorporates inertia [27]. A comprehensive survey of flocking schemes was performed in
2010 by [28]. We use classic Boids flocking for this study due to its simplicity and the existence
of source code libraries that already implement it.
Centralized solutions to the task assignment problem have been explored rather extensively. In
[29] a centralized method of assigning prioritized tasks with deadlines is discussed, but does
not address the optimality of their solution. Another study, [30] deals with task assignment
in a cooperative transport context and uses mixed integer linear programming as a means of
achieving optimality. Gerkey lays out a taxonomy of task allocation methods [31] and cites
mixed integer linear programming as one way to optimally solve task assignment and other
problems. This study also use linear programming as a baseline to learn what the optimal
solution to our assignment problem is (see Sections 2.1 and 2.2).
As for decentralized solutions, Alighanbari, et. al. point to a method that involves perform-
ing the optimal centralized solution on each UAV, given the assumption that those agents have
close to global situational awareness [32, 33, 34]. Global situational awareness is an assump-
tion that can easily be made in simulation, but in operational settings accurate global informa-
tion is nearly impossible to obtain [35]. Alighanbari acknowledges this in his work, exploring
means of communication between agents to reduce each individual agent’s lack of global situa-
tional awareness. Work in [36] explores a similar method of maintaining situational awareness
via communication and coordination between individual agents in the context of robot soc-
cer. Beard and Stepanyan study the feasibility of generalizing communication and coordination
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among many types of vehicles, be they air, land, or sea based [37]. Further work by Olfati-Saber
and Murray seek to alleviate problems caused in typical operational networks with switching
and time delays [38].
Market based solutions, though not optimal, have been used in to overcome the computational
complexity that tends to come with mixed integer linear programming solutions. These methods
are based on economic models [39]. Auction methods of task coordination also attempt to deal
with agents dealing with noisy, dynamic environments, with no a priori assignment [40, 41].
Work in [42] uses distributed auctions as a means of dealing with communication delays.
This work uses an auction algorithm to solve the centralized case with less computational re-
quirements than the optimal mixed integer linear program solution. For a decentralized method,
we combine the idea of performing the centralized solution to all agents with a market based
solution: the centralized algorithm they perform is not a mixed integer linear program but an
auction, thus distributing the auction (see Section 2.5).
1.4 Methodology
The scenario that is played out is a classic red vs. blue simulation. Red agents seek to engage a
high value blue target. Blue agents attempt to engage and kill red agents before they are able to
reach the blue high value target. The experiment is outlined here, but is given in greater detail
in Chapter 3.
1.4.1 Red Strategy
Aggressor UAVs can be modeled as utility-based agents whose goal is to strike a target. A group
(or subteam) of red agents arrives according to a Poisson Process and attack using variations on
the following strategies:
1. Each individual in the red team arrives simultaneously and the swarm is tightly packed.
2. Each individual in the team arrives simultaneously and the swarm is more loosely packed.
The degree of tightness is a parameter that can be set.
3. The entire red team does not arrive at once. Individual subteams arrive that are loosely or
tightly packed. Number of subteams and mean number of members of a sub-swarm are
parameters of the simulation model.
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4. The entire red team does not arrive at once, nor does not arrive as subteams. Rather,
individual UAVs arrive at independent arrival rates.
All red strategies involve dive bombing the surface target from high altitude. This is so the
red swarm is approaching at the highest possible speed when it punctures the surface vessel’s
anti-aircraft radar. The dive angle of individual UAVs is a model parameter of the simulation
model.
1.4.2 Blue Strategy
Individual defenders can also be modeled as utility-based agents, but they cannot simply have
the goal of striking an aggressor because the entire defensive swarm cannot greedily attack
the first few aggressors and then be useless during the remainder of the attack (we assume
blue agents employ a single use weapon). Aggressor targets must be given to each defensive
agent and that requires some form of task assignment. The baseline strategy is a variation of
a centralized solution to the optimal assignment problem [31]. Distributed task assignment
strategies are compared against the centralized baseline solution.
1.4.3 Simulator
All UAV agents are relatively low fidelity. Flight dynamics are only roughly modeled; model
parameters of more interest are assignment method, speed, probability of kill, number of agents
per swarm, arrival of swarms, and tightness of swarms. The measure of performance is the
attrition percentage of red untis. Agent models are built and tested using the Repast Symphony
simulator [43]. This is a Java based toolkit, which allows us to do data collection using custom
Java programming. The toolkit allows for visualization of single runs and also Monte Carlo
runs to test parameters of interest and perform the experiments.
This study takes the red group’s attack strategy as a given even though the red agents may attack
using a variety of strategies. Future studies may employ machine learning algorithms to deter-
mine what strategy red is using as this would more closely model an actual attack scenario. This
study also employs intentional cooperation as in [31]; comparing intentional versus emergent




Task assignment of blue agents to red agents is performed in this study with the with the goal
of completely defending a blue high value asset from attack by the red agents. In order to
perform effectively, task assignment methods employ some notion of cost in order to measure
the degree to which the goal is being met. We use Euclidean distance of red agents to blue agents
as a measure of cost in this study. A survey of methods is presented beginning with algorithms
assuming perfect information from perfect sensors and communications, and moving toward
algorithms that make fewer assumptions but become necessarily more sophisticated. The survey
is divided into centralized and decentralized algorithms. All centralized methods suffer from
the need for a centralized oracle that has near perfect situational awareness of the entire scenario
at all times and near unlimited bandwidth to communicate with all of its assets. Decentralized
methods seek to remove those two constraints while striving to maintain solutions that approach
optimal solutions otherwise found by centralized algorithms.
2.1 Centralized Algorithm A - Basic Assignment
The classic assignment problem (also called the linear assignment problem to differentiate it
from a different problem: the quadratic assignment problem) deals with the problem of assign-
ing n agents to n tasks. Agents incur some cost when being assigned to a task, and any agent
can be assigned to any task. Formally, an n × n cost matrix, C, where Ci,j denotes the cost of
assigning agent i to task j. X is the n× n binary matrix which denotes assignments of n agents










Xi,j = 1 for i = 1 . . . n
n∑
i=1
Xi,j = 1 for j = 1 . . . n
Xi,j ∈ {0, 1} for all i, j
(2.1.1)
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In this formulation we seek to minimize to total cost to all agents. The assignment problem is
well known [44, 45, 46] and has been studied as early as the 19th century [47]. Methods such
as the Hungarian Method can be used to optimally solve the Assignment Problem, which itself
has been shown to have a computational complexity of O(n3) [48].
In our case blue UAVs are considered agents and are assigned red UAVs to intercept. Originally
the author intended to use an objective function in which the cost in matrix C involved solely
the Euclidean distances from blue UAV i to red UAV j. Previous work has had UAVs search
for stationary targets using this method [13]. However, preliminary tests indicated that this
resulted in assignments that were not operationally desirable in protecting the blue team’s high
value unit (HVU). Reds could get assigned to blues in such a way that the leading blues were
assigned to trailing reds as in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Leading red agents assigned to trailing blue groups.1
As the goal of the scenario was to protect the blue HVU, this assignment seems counter-
productive. The first blue groups fly right past the first oncoming reds in favor of the rear
reds. The final blue group must therefore strike with no error. This behavior stems from the
assumption of perfect knowledge and zero missed reds during engagement.
It seems wiser to have the front blues engage the front reds and if a red should be missed,
there are likely still subsequent blue agents in its path to which it might be assigned in a later
iteration of the assignment problem solver. Also, should a blue find its mark and destroy a red,
1Destroyer image obtained from Federation of American Scientists at http://www.fas.org/man//dod-
101/sys/ship/ddg82-3.gif
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the remaining members of its group are available to be assigned to the remaining oncoming reds,
resulting in reinforced blue subteams, which increases blue subteams’ effective kill probabilities
(see Section 3.2.4).
To solve this problem, we considered modifying the objective function to maximize the average
distance of any red to the HVU. We also considered an objective function that minimizes the
sum of all distances traveled by all red agents. Both of these methods are analogous to our
original linear program (which minimizes total distance traveled by blue agents), both still
assume perfect knowledge and zero missed reds, and both still suffer from the operationally
undesirable assignments demonstrated in Figure 2.1.
Our solution instead involves modifying the cost matrix itself, using the distance of each red
from the blue HVU and use that as a discount factor on the entries in the cost matrix. Each
entry in the cost matrix, C, of Equation 2.1.1 is multiplied by a discount factor n/j2, where j
is the index of a red agent in a list red agents sorted by their Euclidean distances from the blue
HVU. The resulting objective function tends to result in operationally desirable assignments, as
in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Leading red agents assigned to leading blue groups. Note that if leading blue
groups successfully engage their targets, the remaining members of those groups are available
for reassignment.
The cost matrix is defined only in terms of distances, but the fact that reds and blues are mov-
ing should not be discounted, therefore individual red and blue telemetries and velocities are
required to obtain predicted positions within some time window. The predicted positions are
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then used to generate the distances need to create the cost matrix. However, [49] points out that
Euclidean distances do not take into account flyable trajectories (e.g., bounded curvature con-
straints on fixed wing UAVs), so it is possible that a UAV would be assigned a target it cannot
reach. We assume that assignments are to be made at sufficient distances so as to negate this
issue, and leave more sophisticated trajectory generation research for future study.
This method also does not account for the proximity of red threats to the blue HVU, only
allows a single blue to be assigned a single red (which assumes 0% failure rate for blues and
no false negatives from sensor readings), does not take false detections into account, ignores
the possibility of new reds arriving to engage the HVU, and does not handle reassignment well
when combat causes the number of blues to exceed the number of reds. The issue of new reds
arriving can be dealt with immediately by periodically rerunning the algorithm and assuming
there are a sufficient number of blues available for launch to handle any number of reds that
might arrive. Some of the other issues can be handled by formulating the problem as an instance
of the transportation problem, of which the assignment problem is a special case [50, 48].
2.2 Centralized Algorithm B - Redundant Targeting
The transportation problem is typically described in terms of shipping material from sources to
sinks; there are m sources where material is available and n sinks where material is required.
There are also vectors a and b, where ai denotes the units of material available at source i, and
similarly bj denotes the units of material required at sink j. There is an m × n cost matrix C










Xi,j = ai for i = 1 . . .m
m∑
i=1
Xi,j = bj for j = 1 . . . n
Xi,j ∈ {0, 1} for all i, j
(2.2.1)
We apply the formulation given as Equation 2.2.1 to our scenario as follows: sources correspond
to m blue UAVs and sinks to n red UAVs. Each ai = 1 so that each blue is only assigned a
single red and each bj = s, where s is the size of a squad of blues assigned to a single red –
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more than one blue can now be assigned to each red. The authors in [46] call this special case
of the transportation problem where ai = 1 the semi-assignment problem and state that it can
be optimally solved in O(n2m) time.
A necessary condition for the feasibility of this linear program is that the data for the problem







In the case of excess supply or excess demand, simple modifications to the cost matrix and
the source and sink vectors before executing the Hungarian Method ensures that the problem





a non-zero g. If supply is greater than demand (g > 0), a new entry is added to b, bn+1 = g
(representing an imaginary sink demanding the leftovers), and a new column is introduced to
C (and n is incremented by 1). Cost is assumed to be 0 to send to that sink so all values in
the column are 0, and excess units are assigned to that column. Other the other hand, if cost is
greater than supply (g < 0), −g new entries are added to a, all having value 1 (representing an
imaginary sources holding the missing units), and−g rows of zeros are introduced to C (and m
is incremented by −g).
While this is an elegant mathematical solution to cases of excess supply or demand, it is impor-
tant to understand its implications. In the case of excess demand, the unacceptable condition
of underassigned or unassigned reds would arise. In the case of excess supply, excess blue
UAVs would be underutilized. In an operational context, these implications would need to be
dealt with by modifying the value of s, applying a priority filter to the red UAVs, or some other
workaround.
The presented approach ensures that there is never excess demand by launching blue UAVs as
necessary; in other words, ensuring
∑n
j=1 bj ≥ ns. We are therefore making the assumption
of an endless supply of blue UAVs. The case of underutilized blue UAVs can be handled by a
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Xi,j = 1 for i = 1 . . .m
m∑
i=1
Xi,j ≥ s for j = 1 . . . n
Xi,j ∈ {0, 1} for all i, j
(2.2.3)
The only change is to the second constraint: it now gives reds a lower bound, s, on the number
of blues assigned to them, but more blues may be assigned to a red if there are more available.
For example, if there are false detections of reds or combat reduces the number of reds, then
any blues that were assigned to a now defunct red are assigned to another red with the next
iteration of the solver. The second constraint ensures that this occurs only when excess blues
are available.
2.3 Decentralized Algorithm A - Implicit Coordination
One decentralized solution that has been explored is to have each agent compute a centralized
solution for all agents [32, 33, 34, 36]. Each agent chooses its own optimized solution and
proceeds to execute it. In simulation, this approach is possible and agents do not even need
to coordinate their decisions if they all have perfect global situational awareness. Each agent
comes to the same conclusion as all others as to what the optimal assignments should be and
act accordingly.
2.4 Decentralized Algorithm B - Market-Based
An alternative to seeking an optimal solution is to trade optimality for reduced computational
complexity. Market-based algorithms using economic principles have been used to assign
agents to tasks in previous work [40, 31, 34, 42, 41, 39]. Market-based solutions are depen-
dent on the problem being solved, in this case we have a market in which blues attempt to
purchase reds via auction. In each round of the auction blues are each given an equal amount
of money and the cost they are willing to pay for each red based on Euclidean distance (blues
bid higher for closer reds). We propose Algorithm 1 for conducting an auction to determine
assignments.
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Algorithm 1 Auction algorithm employed in this study
1: m← number of blues, n← number of reds, s← preferred size of blue subteams
2: agentMatrix← 2D array of blues agents to reds agents
3: totalRedAssignments← 0, totalBlueAssignments← 0
4: bidFactor ← s(s+ 1)/2
5: for i = 1→ m do
6: sort ith row of the agentMatrix array by euclidean distance
7: end for
8: while totalBlueAssignments < m do
9: for i = 1→ m do
10: numBidsMade← 1
11: for j = 1→ n do
12: if red at agentMatrix[i][j] has < s assignments or totalRedsAssignments >=
sm then
13: nextBid← (s− j)× bidFactor
14: blue i places bid of nextBid on red agentMatrix[i][j]
15: numBidsMade← numBidsMade+ 1






22: iterate through bids and determine winners for this round
23: increment totalRedAssignments and totalBlueAssignments
24: end while
The complexity of this algorithm is O(m + ksmn), where k is the number of times the while
loop iterates (or the number of auction rounds that occur before all blues have purchased a
red), m is the number of blue agents, n is the number of red, and s is the minimum size of
a blue subteam. Note that k is significantly lower than m and n as m grows, and s is, in
fact, a constant that does not depend on m or n at all, simplifying the complexity statement to
O(mn). Through simulation we investigate whether this algorithm takes both less computation
than a centralized algorithm while still hopefully approaching the optimal solution. One of
our experimental design factors employs this algorithm with a single broker. Another employs
multiple brokers and is discussed in the next section.
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2.5 Decentralized Algorithm C - Implicit Market-Based
To this point, we have not addressed the fact that all the previous algorithms assume global situ-
ational awareness of all agents. Of course, in more practical settings all agents have limited and
imperfect information [35]. We combine the idea of implicit centralized coordination with our
market-base solution to address this. Each agent employs the more efficient auction algorithm
locally, effectively acting as its own broker. Each agent must use only situational information
from its own sensors, and situational data transmitted to it via a simulated wireless network.
An arbitrary limit of a 10 nautical mile sensing sphere is imposed upon each blue agent; any
contact outside this range is assumed undetected. Sensor noise is also modeled for blue agents’
target; sensors get progressively less noisy as a target gets closer.
Communication between agents that are using implicit coordination can help overcome the lack
of global situational awareness [32, 37], but care must be taken in creating communication pro-
tocols [38]. In our case, UAVs may be temporarily out of range from one another so agents must
not expect to send or receive data immediately at all times. Additionally, there are bandwidth
constraints on how much data can be shared between individual UAVs, subteams of UAVs, and
the entire blue team. We assume the existence of an effective communication network and leave
the research of such to future study.
2.6 Decentralized Algorithm D - Fixed Assignment
The simplest form of decentralized assignment would be to perform no assignment at all. To
examine whether or not performing centralized and decentralized assignment has a positive
effect on the ability of blue agents to stop incoming red agents, this study allows scenarios in
which blue agents never change the assignment initially received at launch.
2.7 Assignment Persistence
Recall that we model the cost of assignment based heavily on Euclidean distance. Even with the
discount factors mentioned in Section 2.1, as a subteam of blue agents approaches a substeam
of red agents the distances between individual reds and blues will get closer and closer, making
assignment oscillation likely. In order to reduce unnecessary oscillation between assignment,
two factors are introduced in the experimental design: a commit distance and a persistence
factor. The commit distance is the distance at which blue is from its target that it ceases updating
its assignment (see Figure 3.4). The persistence factor is a discount introduced to the cost of the
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red agent to which a blue is already assigned, making it more likely that the blue will keep its
current assignment (see 3.2.4).
Figure 2.3: Repast Simphony user interface. Parameters section is circled.
2.8 Implementation
From the previously discussed algorithms, we choose to implement four approaches for our
simulation.
• A centralized algorithm that solves the transportation problem via an open source linear
programming solver called the GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) [51].
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• An auction algorithm based on the Algorithm 1 which uses a single broker with global
situational awareness.
• An auction algorithm based on Algorithm 1 in which each agent acts as its own broker,
using limited situational awareness as described in Section 2.5.
• A control algorithm in which blues never change the assignment received at launch.
A scenario begins with red agents approaching the blue HVU. When a red arrives within a
predetermined secure perimeter (see Figure 3.1), s blue agents are launched to counter the
threat. As more reds arrive, more blues are launched and assignments are exchanged according
to the assignment algorithm chosen for that scenario. Blues pass through three phases as they
approach and engage reds.
2.8.1 Simulator
The open source agent-based simulator Repast Simphony [43] is used to test each assignment
algorithm. This simulator allows agent behavior be defined via the Java programming language.
We have created three agent types for this experiment: a blue HVU agent, a blue UAV agent,
and a red UAV agent. The blue HVU is capable of launching blue UAV agents to defend itself.
The blue UAV agents seek to engage red UAV agents. Red UAV agents fly at high altitude until
they reach a desired dive angle (see Section 3.2.12), and then dive to engage the blue HVU.
This experiment studies the case where reds attack a single blue HVU.
Repast Simphony allows simulation parameters to be entered before a run (see Figure 2.3). The
simulator can be run in visualization or batch mode. In batch mode a different set of parameters
can be applied for each simulation batch, facilitating Monte Carlo analysis. Repast parameters
map directly to experimental design factors outlined in Chapter 3.
2.8.2 Launch Phase
Blues take off in teams of size s to engage each encroaching red. During the launch phase, blues
head in the direction of their target and using an arbitrary angle of climb of 30 degrees (see
Figure 2.4). During this phase, no attempt is made to keep the team together via flocking or any
other group cohesion mechanism. The high angle of climb and ignoring the team emphasizes
the goal of this phase: of reaching the altitude of the target as fast as possible. When engaging
the target we wish for the altitude of both the blue and red to be about equal.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Two different views of blue agents in launch phase in the Repast Simphony visual-
ization tool. Distant red agents can also be seen approaching in the background. The blue HVU
is the cylinder in the foreground.
At any time during this phase any blue agent may be reassigned to another red, depending on
how reds are arriving. In that case blues simply turn towards the new red target and fly as fast
as possible towards it with the indicated angle of climb.
Figure 2.5: Agents in Repast Simphony. Blue agents on the left have not yet left launch phase.
The other blue agents on the left have entered transit phase. Red agents are on the right side.
2.8.3 Transit Phase
As soon as a blue agent’s altitude is greater than or equal to that of its target it leaves the launch
phase and enters its transit phase (see Figure 2.5). During this phase Boids flocking [25] is
employed to keep blue teams in cohesive spatial units. During this phase a blue agent may be
reassigned to another red, in which case it changes teams and begin flocking with its new team
members.
The blue agent transits toward the red target as fast as possible while flocking until it reaches a
predefined commit distance from its target. At that point, it leaves transit phase.
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2.8.4 Engage Phase
Upon leaving transit phase, a blue agent enters engage phase. The blue leaves the pool of blues
who are available for reassignment and the assignment algorithm ceases to operate on it. The
blue ceases flocking and flies at maximum speed towards its target, attempting to attack it. The
blue is able to to estimate the velocity of the red agent in order to fly a course to close within
the blue’s attack range. An attack does not occur until the blue agent’s distance to its target is
within the effective range of its weapon. The effective range of blue agents’ weapons in this
scenario is set to 10 meters based on information obtained from open literature on explosive
warheads (see Figure 3.3). Any time a blue fires its weapon it is removed from the scenario
because we assume that the weapon is either one-time use or self destructive in nature. There
are three possible outcomes of the engagement:
1. The blue is unable to get within effective distance of its weapon and fails to attack the
red. Since reds are assumed to not employ any avoidance maneuvering, this only tends to
happen if the blue is significantly slower than the red.
2. The blue gets within the effective distance of its weapon and attacks the red but fails to
destroy or disable it. The blue is removed from the scenario as a result of the attack, while
the red continues toward the HVU undeterred.
3. The blue gets within effective distance of its weapon, attacks the red and destroys both
the red and itself.
After a successful attack, any remaining blues assigned to the destroyed red leave the engage
phase and re-enter the transit phase, at which point they are assigned to a new red via the




We employ design of experiments (DOX) techniques to lay out our empirical model. We first
perform a series of screening experiments in order to discover which factors are most signifi-
cant with respect to the response variable. We use a D-optimal design in order to reduce the
variability made in the predictions made by our model. After performing a sufficient number of
trials, multivariate linear regression is employed to identify significant factors.
3.1 Response Variable: Percentage of Reds Destroyed
This experiment seeks to discover how effective a given assignment algorithm is, subject to a
number of constraints or factors. The higher the percentage of reds destroyed, the more effective
a particular design point is. The percentage is measured via Monte Carlo runs, which takes
factors as input parameters to each simulation run. This percentage is a good indicator of how
well the experiment is meeting the primary goal of blue’s defence: prevention of reds reaching
the blue HVU. We use the percentage of reds destroyed rather than the absolute number of
reds destroyed since the latter can be derived from the former – we know how many reds were
launched (see Section 3.2.2).
Response variables that were considered but not used included percentage of blues destroyed,
survival of the blue HVU,
3.2 Factorial Design
Factorial experimental designs improve the efficiency of an experiment with many factors by re-
ducing the number of runs necessary to examine the interactions between factors and the effects
of factors and their interactions on response variable(s) [52]. Each factor of this experiment, the
levels chosen, and their expected impacts are discussed in this section. A complete list of this
experiment’s factors is in Table 3.1.
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3.2.1 Assignment Method
This factor is the major focus of this experiment. This is a categorical factor with discrete levels
denoted Centralized, Auction, Local Auction, and Fixed, representing the algorithms discussed
in Chapter 2. It is hypothesized these cases affect the response variable in decreasing order of
effect as follows: (1) Centralized, (2) Auction, (3) Local Auction, and (4) Fixed. Centralized
should result in the highest percentage of reds killed since it is optimal, Local Auction should
perform worse than Auction because of the loss of perfect global situational awareness. The
control case of Fixed should perform the worst, especially in cases where reassignment after
blue take off is beneficial, such as reds flying faster than blues, all reds arriving nearly simulta-
neously, fair number of red subteams (see Section 3.2.13), and high red subteam arrival angle
range (see Section 3.2.15).
3.2.2 Number of Reds
This is the total of number of reds to attack the blue HVU during the course of the experiment
and varies from 5-150. This factor is not expected to affect the response variable, or the per-
centage of reds to hit the HVU. However, it is expected that the higher the number of reds, the
more likely the red team is to make hits on the HVU, which will be of interest to studies seeking
not only to increase the percentage of reds destroyed but also to minimize the total number of
hits on the blue HVU.
3.2.3 Secure Perimeter Radius
Figure 3.1: Red agent entering the secure perimeter of the blue HVU.
This is the radius of the protected airspace around the blue HVU. Any red arriving inside the
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Figure 3.2: A red agent approaching the blue HVU. The blue agent must take off when the red
is at a sufficient distant, S (or the Secure Perimeter Radius), so that the blue will reach point P
before the red does. The values of the other variables are discussed in the text.
perimeter triggers a launch of a blue subteam to engage the red (see Figure 3.1). It is expected
that this perimeter will have a lower bound below which the percentage of reds killed will drop
dramatically because the blues will be unable engage the reds before they begin diving (see
Section 3.2.12). We chose 10 nautical miles as our worst case as we expect to have blue agents
with speeds of at least 80 knots (see Section 3.2.6), and reds with a maximum transit speed
of 160 knots (see Section 3.2.9). Our current worst case dive angle is 60 ◦ and red’s cruising
altitude is fixed at 2 nautical miles (12,154 feet) for this experiment. The cruising altitude of
current systems [20] are close to 10,000 feet but we expect that innovations in the near future
could push that ceiling higher and red will probably desire a high altitude approach to evade
ground fire as long as possible in land approaches.
Examining Figure 3.2, given that we know a red’s velocity, vr, a blue’s velocity, vb, and a blue
agent’s angle of climb, θ, and the altitude at which a red is cruising, a, then it is possible to
define minimum the Secure Perimeter Radius, S, at which a blue must take off in order to
engage red. We assume that if a red agent passes point P before blue is able to arrive there and
transition out of its Launch Phase then it will be very difficult for blues to turn and engage their
targets before reds begin their dives. Red must ingress a distance of i to reach point P, and blue
must cover dt as it takes off (simultaneously covering an overground distance of dg). We can





dg = dt cos θ
i = S − dg






In the case where red has the highest advantage in speed over blue (reds at 160 knots and blues at
80), the security perimeter must be above 5.46 nautical miles or blues will be unable to engage
reds at all. Since we have chosen 10 nautical miles as our security perimeter, we do not expect
this to be a significant factor.
3.2.4 Number of Blues per Red
As each red arrives inside the secure perimeter defined above, a subteam of blues launches to
attempt to engage it. This factor is the number of blues in each blue subteam upon launch from
the HVU. The following equation models what the effective probability of kill is on a given red
that is being attacked by s blues:
P effk = 1− (1− P bluek )s (3.2.2)
where P bluek is the probability of successful kill for a single blue against a red, and P
eff
k is the
probability of successful kill of a subteam of blues of size s. Therefore, as the number of blues
per red, s, increases the percentage of reds killed increases. When P bluek is 0.85, P
eff
k passes
0.99 at three blues per red. Thus, we choose three as the maximum number of blues in the
experiment. A discussion of why we believe 0.85 is a good value for PKb follows.
3.2.5 Blue Pk
This is the probability of a successful kill when a single blue attacks a red. Attacks occur when
a blue agent is within 10 meters of its red target based on warheads in the missiles outlined in
Figure 3.3 and we expect that present day warheads are at least as capable as those presented
[11, 16, 17, 18]. Blues are assumed to either be destroyed in the engagement or employ a
non-resuable weapon so they are removed from the simulation after engagement.
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Figure 3.3: Blast range of warheads of representative anti-air missiles from open literature.
.
A valid Pk for an explosive air-to-air projectile is exceedingly difficult to find in open literature.
As [53] states, ”this type of data is inevitably classified.” However, using available open data for
AA cannon systems [19], we are able to arrive at an estimate of 0.85. In the experiment we vary
this factor between 0.6 and 0.95 in order to account for different possible weapons systems.
Substantially lower Pk values are left to future study. It is expected that as Pk increases the
percentage of reds killed increases.
3.2.6 Blue Max Speed
This is the maximum speed of blue agents in knots. Note that in this simulation there is a
fixed 10% variance for each blue’s maximum speed to account for possible environmental dis-
turbances such as wind and turbulence. This factor is likely to interact with the red transit
speed factor since it is expected that as blue gains a higher advantage in speed over red that the
percentage of reds destroyed increases in this manner:
β(vb − vr) = % reds destroyed (3.2.3)
where β is a constant and vb is blue max speed factor and vr is the red max speed factor. Ideally,
blue agents would at least match red agents’ speed in an engagement.
A survey of current systems that could be outfitted for the scenario we propose yields maximum
speeds of 90-135 knots [20, 21, 22, 23]. We have a lower level of 80 knots to allow for systems
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not moving at top speeds, and and upper level of 160 knots to anticipate future technologies.
3.2.7 Commit Range
Figure 3.4: Lifetime of a blue agent. The end of the Transit Phase is determined by the Commit
Range factor. Once a blue enters within that distance of its red target it ceases to update its
assignment, stops flocking with its subteam, and enters Engage Phase.
Commit range is the distance at which a blue leaves transit phase (see Figure 3.4), commits to
its current target, stops flocking with its subteam, and ceases updating its assignment, i.e. the
blue is locked onto its assigned target. This factor and the persistence factor were introduced
to reduce assignment oscillation. As a subteam of blues approaches a subteam of reds the
Euclidean distances between all agents begin to become indistinguishable and therefore less
useful for assignment. Thus, it is more likely that reassignments will be made.
It is expected that as this factor increases it will decrease the amount of assignment oscillation.
There should be a lower bound on this factor below which there is too much oscillation in
the system and there will be a corresponding low percentage of reds destroyed. There will
also be an upper bound where the blue agents commit far too soon and never take advantage
of reassignments when they should. Above this upper bound the percentage of reds killed is
expected to be low. This experiment therefore seeks to discover what those upper and lower
bounds are and also predict what value might maximize the response variable.
3.2.8 Persistence Factor
This factor exists to introduce inertia into the assignment algorithms. We make it less likely for
a blue to leave its current assignment during a reassignment cycle by introducing a discount for
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the cost of the red the blue is currently assigned to. If a blue agent is already assigned to a red
agent then the cost of assignment to that red agent is determined by:
cnew = coriginal/p (3.2.4)
where p is the persistence factor. This is a weighting factor applied in each assignment algo-
rithm, where assignment cost of a red agent is applied as in Equation 3.2.4 if a blue is already
assigned to that red. As p increases, the probability of maintaining an assignment increases.
As with commit range, this factor likely has a lower bound below which there is too much
oscillation between assignments and an upper bound above which not enough reassignments
occur. We seek to predict what value maximizes the percentage of reds killed. Levels for this
experiment are set at 1 as the low and 25 as the high.
3.2.9 Red Transit Speed
This is the speed (in knots) that reds move towards the blue HVU. It is likely there is an inter-
action between red and blue transit speeds in affecting the response variable since it is probable
that the faster reds travel with respect to blues, the lower the percentage of reds killed with be
(see Section 3.2.6). Levels for this factor are the same as for those in Section 3.2.6, 80 knots as
the low value, and 160 knots as the high.
3.2.10 Red Speed Variation
A red may be assigned a speed within this percentage of the red transit speed. This factor is
introduced due to the expectation that there is some variability in the efficiency of red agents’
engines and other control hardware that affect flight dynamics since we assume a lack of prior
knowledge about the precise speed of the adversary. For clarity, red transit speed is affected by
red speed variation as follows:
sfinal = snominal ± v
2
(snominal) (3.2.5)
where v is red speed variation, snominal is red transit speed, and sfinal is the red agent’s transit
speed after red speed variation has been applied.
This factor impacts how tightly packed red subteams remain as they approach. It is expected
that this factor should not have a noticeable effect on percentage of reds destroyed due to the
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assumption that blues have the ability to estimate red velocities (see Section 2.8.4). Levels for
this experiment are set to 0% for low and 20% for high.
3.2.11 Red Max Dive Speed
This is the terminal velocity of a red as it dives towards the blue HVU. Since we assume red dive
velocities are so much greater than blues are able to employ during these dives, it is expected
that once a red has started a dive it will be nearly impossible to stop it and so the author does not
expect this factor to have much effect on percentage of reds destroyed. This factor, however,
may be relevant for other layered defense elements that may be employed in future studies.
This reinforces a goal of this experiment to engage and destroy reds before they start their
dives. Levels in this experiment are set to 300 knots at the lower level and 400 knots at the
upper.
3.2.12 Dive Angle
Figure 3.5: Illustration of how dive angle is defined.
Fig 3.5 illustrates a dive angle. When a red reaches that angle, it begins its dive. The larger
this angle is, the sooner the red team can begin their dive. The simulator does not model flight
dynamics, so the speed of the red is assumed to be fixed during its descent. The author expects
that as dive angle increases, the percentage of reds destroyed will decrease. The low level for
this factor is 5 ◦, and the high level is 60 ◦.
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3.2.13 Number of Red Subteams
The red team is be divided into a number of subteams. Each subteam arrives according to the
red subteam arrival λ parameter. It is expected that this value will interact with the red subteam
arrival range parameter. As both number of subteams and arrival range increase the percentage
of reds destroyed should decrease. Levels for this factor are 1 for the low and 150 for the
high. In cases where the number of subteams is greater than the number of reds the number of
subteams is clamped to the number of reds.
3.2.14 Red Subteam Arrival λ
Red subteams arrive according to a Poisson Process. Poisson process interarrival times are
exponentially distributed and can be completely defined with a single term, λ [24]. For this
factor, λ represents arrivals per second; note that as λ increases interarrival times decrease. It
is expected that as λ increases the percentage of reds destroyed will decrease as more reds will
be present and decrease the amount of blue agents that can be reused after an engagement. The
low level for this factor is 0.001 arrivals per second and the high level factor is 1000000 arrivals
per second (high level chosen to model simultaneous arrival of all red subteams).
3.2.15 Red Subteam Arrival Angle Range
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.6: Various arrival angle ranges: (a) a 10 ◦ arrival angle range, (b) a 180 ◦ arrival angle
range, (c) a 360 ◦ arrival angle range.
We define a circular region around the blue HVU. This factor determines what sector of that cir-
cle any given red subteam may arrive from (see Figure 3.6). The factor varies from a small 10 ◦
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sector to the complete 360 ◦ sector. The former case represents reds arriving from essentially
a single launch point while the latter represents possible launch points completely surround-
ing the HVU. It is expected that as this factor increases the percentage of reds destroyed will
decrease, due to the splitting of blue forces and mitigating the effect of blue reinforcements.
3.2.16 Initial Distance Between Reds
When a red subteam arrives this factor determines the distance each red agent is from another.
Together with the red speed variation factor, this factor determines the tightness of a red sub-
team’s formation. It is expected that this parameter will not have a significant effect on the
percentage reds destroyed, although it may play a role in realistic settings, e.g., target identi-
fication and tracking in cluttered environments. This factor has as low level of 10 yards and a
high level of 500 yards.
3.3 Factor Screening
Factor screening is the process of systematically varying input factors in order to identify factors
that significantly affect the response variable [54]. We employ the JMP R© 9 Pro statistical
software package [55] to assist in this process. JMP has several DOX tools to identify the
number of design points necessary, examine interactions between factors, and perform linear
regression. Screening experiments often are conducted using two-level factorial designs, a low
level and a high level, generally -1 and 1. Center points can also be added to verify linearity
within the model and check for variance at the center of the design space (center points therefore
take a coded value close to zero). The factor levels in Table 3.1 must be therefore be coded to
fit within -1 and 1. This equation was used on all factors:
coded =
value− (Factorlow + Factorhigh)/2
(Factorhigh − Factorlow)/2 (3.3.1)
except the Red Subteam Arrival λ factor. Since the maximum value was so high we did not wish
to use a center point at 50000, as it would reset in nearly identical interarrival times. Instead
this formula was used for that factor:
coded =
ln(value)− (ln(Factorlow) + ln(Factorhigh))/2
(ln(Factorhigh)− ln(Factorlow))/2 . (3.3.2)
Consider the two-level factorial model to which we wish to fit data:
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y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ...+ βnxn + β12x1x2 + ...+ β(n−1)nxn−1xn +  (3.3.3)
where y is the response variable, each xi is a factor, each xixi+1 is a level two interaction, each
βi is coefficient that denotes the effect of a factor or factor interaction upon the response, β0 is
the intercept, and  is the error term. All of the runs in an experimental design can be written as
a system of equations using the coded values in Section 3.3 for the factors as follows:
a1 = β0 + β1(−1) + β2(−1) + ...+ βn(−1) + β12(−1)(−1) + ...+ β(n−1)n(−1)(−1) + 1
a2 = β0 + β1(1) + β2(−1) + ...+ βn(−1) + β12(1)(−1) + ...+ β(n−1)n(−1)(−1) + 2
a3 = β0 + β1(−1) + β2(1) + ...+ βn(−1) + β12(−1)(1) + ...+ β(n−1)n(−1)(−1) + 3
a4 = β0 + β1(−1) + β2(−1) + ...+ βn(1) + β12(−1)(−1) + ...+ β(n−1)n(−1)(1) + 4
...
af = β0 + β1(1) + β2(1) + ...+ βn(1) + β12(1)(1) + ...+ β(n−1)n(1)(1) + f
(3.3.4)
where ai is here defined as the ith value of the response variable and f is the sum of all factors
and factor interactions we wish to model. This is more concisely expressed in matrix form:
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1 −1 −1 · · · −1 1 · · · 1
1 1 −1 · · · −1 −1 · · · 1
1 −1 1 · · · −1 −1 · · · 1
1 −1 −1 · · · 1 1 · · · −1
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... . . .
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... . . .
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The least squares estimates of the model coefficients are the values of the β’s that minimize the
sum of squares of the model errors. These are determined by:
βˆ = (XTX)−1XTy (3.3.6)
A design that minimizes the variance of the model regression coefficients is called a D-optimal
design and the D terminology is used because the design is found by selecting runs to maximize
the determinant of XTX [52]. JMP provides a tool that generates design points corresponding
to a given experimental design (see Figure 3.7). The design matrix generated for this experiment
resulted in 173 design points including 4 center points. The center points are added to check for
curvature in the regression.
3.3.1 Asymptotic Variance
A number of design points were examined in order to decide on the number of iterations the
simulator would perform for each design point, see Figure 3.8. We ran the simulator for these
design points many times until the standard deviation of the response variable stabilized. Sev-
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Figure 3.7: JMP screen for designing a D-Optimal experiment.
enty five simulation runs was deemed sufficient to obtain stability. With 173 design points this
resulted in 12975 simulation runs. A single run lasts minutes to six hours depending on the
values of the design points.
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Figure 3.8: Asymptotic Standard Deviation for a single design point.
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Factor Type Levels Description
Assignment Method Categorical
Centralized Algorithm used to assign
Auction blue agents to red agents.
Local Auction
Fixed
Number of Reds Continuous 5, 77, 150 Size of Red Team
Number of Blues per
Red
Continuous 1, 2, 3 Size of blue subteams
Blue Pk Continuous 0.6, 0.775, 0.95 Probability of kill for a single
blue attacking a single red.
Blue Max Speed Continuous 80, 120, 160 Maximum speed of blue
agents (knots).
Commit Range Continuous 1, 3, 5 Range at which blues cease
updating their assignment
(nautical miles).
Persistence Factor Continuous 1, 13, 25 Determines how costly it is to




Continuous 10, 30, 50 Distance a red must be from
the HVU before blue sub-
teams are launched against it
(nautical miles).
Red Transit Speed Continuous 80, 120, 160 Speed reds move towards
HVU (knots).
Red Speed Variation Continuous 0%, 10%, 20% Transit speed varies by this
percentage.
Red Max Dive Speed Continuous 300, 350, 400 Dive speed (knots).
Dive Angle Continuous 5, 32.5, 60 Angle at which reds dive to-
ward HVU (in degrees).
Number of Red Sub-
teams
Continuous 1, 30, 150 Red Team is broken into sub-
teams. This is how many sub-
teams arrive.
Red Subteam Arrival λ Continuous 0.001, 0.1, 1000000 Rate at which red subteams
arrive (arrivals per second).
Red Subteam Arrival
Angle Range
Continuous 10, 185, 360 Determines where red sub-




Continuous 10, 255, 500 Distance between individual
red agents in a subswarm
upon arrival (yds).
Table 3.1: Experiment Design Factors
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We here present the results of the screening experiments designed in Chapter 3 and identify
significant factors and factor interactions found during experimentation. Detailed analysis is
provided for factors found to be the most significant including number of blues per red, blue Pk,
red transit speed, and number of reds. A predictive model using the most significant factors is
presented, as are simulation test runs to validate the model. The most unexpected result is that
assignment method does not significantly impact the response variable.
4.1 Logistic Regression
Our response variable is bounded by 0 and 1, representing a percentage of reds that were de-
stroyed, and this fact must be considered while fitting a prediction model with respect to our
factors. A standard least squares approach can lead to values that are outside the range of our
response variable. The logistic function is useful here in that it allows us to transform our data
into a range that is between −∞ and ∞ in order to fit our model. Once the model has been
chosen the predicted values can be transformed back into percentages. The logit function is







where y is our response variable and y? is the logit of the response variable. To transform the





Care must be taken when our response variable takes on the value of zero or one as ln(0) is
undefined, and we also cannot divide by zero so a response value of one is unusable. Our
results contain no response values of zero, but some did have the value of one. To cover that




A standard least squares regression (via Equation 3.3.6) of the data reveals that we can fit the
data to a line with an adjusted R2 of about 0.98, (see Figure 4.1). However, this fitting results
in a prediction model incorporating 50 factors and interactions with p-values less than 0.05.
Figure 4.1: Least squares regression of data with the maximum adjusted R2 calculated via JMP.
Relaxing adjusted R2 to 0.90 results in a fit that is not so tight (see Figure 4.2), but results in
fifteen factors and interactions, shown in Figure 4.3. Significant factors are (”×” is used to
denoted interactions between factors):
• Number of Blues per Subteam
• Blue Pk
• Red Transit Speed
• Blue Max Speed
• Number of Reds × Red Transit Speed
• Red Transit Speed × Number of Blues per Subteam
• Number of Reds
• Number of Red Subteams × Number of Blues per Subteam
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Figure 4.2: Least squares regression of data with adjusted R2 of 0.90. Calculated and plotted
via JMP.
• Red Transit Speed × Blue Max Speed
• Number of Reds × Initial Distance Between Reds
• Red Dive Angle × Blue Max Speed
• Red Subteam Arrival Angle Ranges × Blue Pk
• Assignment Method (when set to Local Auction) × Blue Max Speed
• Assignment Method (when set to Auction) × Blue Max Speed
• Assignment Method (when set to Centralized) × Blue Max Speed
What is immediately evident is that assignment method by itself is not identified as one of these
top fifteen factors. It only appears as a part of a mixed interaction with blue max speed, and
factors other than assignment method have a much greater impact on the response variable.
Examination of stepwise fitting to shows that these three interactions taken together account
for less than one percent of the variability in the model (see Figure 4.5). Although assignment
is not significant we still wish to discover if market based solutions approach the centralized
solution in their effect on the response variable.
We are able to verify our assumption that auction and local auction assignment methods ap-
proach the optimality of the centralized solution by examining the least squares mean of the
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Figure 4.3: Significant factors identified in order of significance in regression with adjusted R2
of 0.90
Figure 4.4: A least squares mean study showing that different assignment methods do not vary
greatly in how they affect the response variable.
response when comparing only assignment methods (see Figure 4.4). However, the fixed as-
signment approaches the centralized as well! It appears that the other factors in this scenario
render assignment relatively insignificant and highlights the complexity and variability present
in such operational contexts.
4.2.1 Residuals
It is necessary to verify that the least squares regression used to create a factorial model ade-
quately models the error in Equation 3.3.3. This can be done by examining the residuals, or the
differences between predicted values and observed values for all data points. All residuals need
to be normally distributed, independent, uncorrelated, and have a mean close to zero.
Since response variable values were obtained by unrelated runs of a simulator, each having a
different random seed, the residuals are independent by construction. To show the residuals are
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Figure 4.5: Steps in the stepwise regression listed in JMP. Assignment method enters the model
as a factor on step 13 and changes R2 from 0.9015 to 0.9112, thus accounting for only 0.0097
of the variability in the model.
approximately normally distributed we can do a fitting of the residuals to a normal distribution
(see Figure 4.6). This same procedure shows the mean of the residuals is very close to zero.
Figure 4.6: Fitting the residuals of the logit of the response variable reveals a near normal fit
with mean close to zero.
To demonstrate that residuals are uncorrelated we present a plot of residuals in the order that
each experiment was performed in Figure 4.7. There is no pattern in the plot and this is sufficient
to demonstrate a lack of correlation among individual residuals.
4.3 Prediction Model
Before presenting the prediction model, it is important to state that a lack-of-fit test revealed that
there was curvature in our regression (see Figure 4.8) – a fit test with probability of F < 0.0001
is a good indicator of the presence of curvature in the fit. We added 74 data points to our exper-
iment design to include second order quadratics for each factor and redid the fit, but the issue
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Figure 4.7: No pattern perceived in a plot of residuals of the response variable.
remained. We expect that there is some higher order interaction among one or more the factors,
however, we later show in Section 4.3.1 our predictive model is sufficient to conservatively infer
outcomes so we have elected to leave the discovery of where these interactions occur to future
study. We choose to use the first order predictive model as it is somewhat simpler, yields results
comparable to the quadratic model, and still provides meaningful insights into the scenario.
Figure 4.8: Lack-of-fit test reveals there is curvature in our fit that we have not accounted for.
Armed with the intercept and coefficients provided for the significant factors in Figure 4.9, we
are able to provide the coefficients from Equation 3.3.3 and formalize a predictive model. We
choose to limit the predictive model to the top twelve factors since the three assignment factors
have a very small effect on the response as well as a higher degree of error . The model therefore
is:
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y? = 2.8505 + 1.8037x1 + 1.2007x2 − 0.8237x3 + 0.6580x4 − 0.3300x5
− 0.4652x3x5 − 0.3660x1x6 − 0.3635x1x3 − 0.2549x4x7
+ 0.2511x3x4 + 0.2342x2x8 + 0.2100x5x9
(4.3.1)
where x1 is the number of blues per subteam, x2 is blue Pk, x3 is red transit speed, x4 is blue
max speed, x5 is the number of reds, x6 is the number of red subteams, x7 is the red dive angle,
x8 is the red subteam arrival angle range, x9 is the initial distance between reds agents, and y?
is the logit of the response as described in Section 4.1. To transform y? to a percentage we use
the inverse logit function, previously presented as Equation 4.1.2. More detailed and specific
analyses on individual factors and interactions is in in Section 4.4.
Figure 4.9: Top twelve parameter estimates (plus intercept) for model fitting provided by JMP.
4.3.1 Verifying the Predictive Model























1 4 0.92 150 110 40 10 10 180 10
2 1 0.88 100 107 56 4 10 75 50
3 2 0.68 150 90 72 12 30 90 100
4 2 0.60 155 60 36 6 30 270 20
5 1 0.56 120 109 44 4 5 360 50
6 1 0.48 140 90 100 10 30 110 110
Table 4.1: Factor levels for the test design points used to verify the predictive model. All other
factors were kept at a constant level.
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Six new design points which were not used in the experiment design were chosen and the
predictive model was applied to them to verify that it is accurate. Design points were chosen
so as to predict 99%, 80%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 10% reds destroyed. Levels chosen for each
factor of each test point are shown in Table 4.1. Each point was run through 75 iterations in
the simulator. We found that the predictive model was underestimating the percentage of reds
destroyed, and that the gap between the predicted and simulated increased as the predicted value
decreased (see Figure 4.10). As it is better to under-predict the number of reds destroyed rather
than over-predict we believe this model is acceptable.
Figure 4.10: Results of tests of the predictive model with the six design points of Table 4.1.
Further analysis was performed to see if it could be discovered which parameters were causing
the response to be underestimated by the prediction model. Runs were performed where all
factors were held constant save one, i.e one-factor-at-a-time. The factors so examined were:
1. Number of Blues Per Red
2. Blue Pk
3. Red Transit Speed
4. Blue Speed
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5. Number of Reds
6. Initial Distance Between Reds
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Predictions and simulations of percentage of reds destroyed when varying (a)
number of blues per red, and (b) blue Pk.
When examined independent of other factors, the prediction model does well for the number of
blues per red and the blue Pk factors (see Figure 4.11). This is likely due to their large effect on
the response variable (see Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4), and hence their strong role in the prediction
model (i.e., they are not strongly influenced by other factors).
Factors blue max speed and red transit speed are less significant than either blue Pk or number
of blues per red (see Section 4.4.5 for in depth analysis of these factors significance), and
consequently the prediction model appears to overestimate much more when considering these
factors independent of all others. However, other factors that contribute even less to the total
variability of the regression (based on R2), such as number of reds and initial distance between
reds, suffer from an increased over-prediction as shown in Figure 4.12.
A note should be made here that when blue speed was set to very low, overestimation rather than
an underestimation occurs in the predictive model for the only time in our observations. This is
because the when blues have a low enough velocity they are unable to reach their red targets’
altitudes before the reds begin their dive. This enables reds to strike without being killed by
blues at all (see Section 3.2.3).
4.4 Individual Factor Analysis
All significant factors and interactions were evaluated based on results from the regression




Figure 4.12: Predictions and simulations of percentage of reds destroyed when varying (a) red
speed, (b) blue speed, (c) number of reds, and (d) initial distance between reds.
4.4.1 Assignment Method
The main finding of this study is that assignment method is not a significant factor in the per-
centage of reds destroyed. This may be due to some high order interactions not accounted for in
the regression. The fidelity of the simulator should also be considered; radio communications
were not modeled in high fidelity, nor were flight dynamics. It would be useful to examine what
role assignment may play in other experiments with different constraints, e.g., when the number
of blues available for launch is limited.
4.4.2 Number of Reds
We expected that the number of reds would not have a significant effect on the response variable.
In fact, as the number of reds increases there is some effect on the response variable, accounting
for 1.57% of the variability in the model. Mixed effects in which the number of reds is a factor
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: Interactions of the number of reds factor with two other factors: (a) initial distance
between reds does interact, but has only a slight effect, while (b) red transit speed interacts
much more. Effects are discussed in greater detail in the text.
account for 2.86% of the variability (see Figure 4.5). Noting the interaction of number of reds
with the initial distance between reds we believe that tightly packed reds are harder for blues
to hit since blues would necessarily be required to fly more tightly packed as they approach,
and blues may have more difficulty closing on their targets due to collision avoidance. The
interaction with red transit speed has the most effect on the number of reds (see Figure 4.13).
Faster reds are simply more effective than slower reds and as more and more fast reds are added
the response variable is negatively affected, i.e. fewer reds are destroyed.
4.4.3 Number of blues per red
(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Interactions of the number of blues per red factor with two other factors: (a) red
transit speed has a noticeable effect on the effect blues per red has on the response variable and
(b) number of red subteams also has an effect.
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We expected that the number of blues per red would positively affect the response variable, and
this was shown to be the case. In fact, this factor has the single most significant effect on the re-
sponse, accounting for 42.88% of the variability in the prediction model. This is not surprising,
considering how an increased number of blues per red increases the effective probability of kill
of a blue subteam (see Section 3.2.4) as well as providing a store of reinforcement blues as reds
are destroyed.
This factor also occurs in two interactions, once with red transit speed, and again with the
number of red subteams (see Figure 4.14). In the interaction with red transit speed, as red
transit speed increases, the number of blues per red factor still has a positive effect on response,
but the effect is slightly diminished: faster reds are better able to escape blues. In the interaction
with the number of red subteams, as the number of red subteams increases, the number of blues
per red factor has a less positive effect on the response. As the number of red subteams increase
they are likely to be spread out spatially and temporally. Blues surviving after a red is destroyed
are not as effectively reused because they may simply be unable to reach the remaining reds.
4.4.4 Blue Pk
Figure 4.15: Interaction of Blue Pk with red subswarm arrival angle range.
As we expected, blue Pk does positively affect the response variable. In addition, this is the
second most significant factor, accounting for 21.62% of the variability in the prediction model
(see Figure 4.5). This is intuitive: blues armed with better weapons kill a higher percentage of
red. Blue Pk also appears in an interaction with red subswarm arrival angle range (see Figure
4.15). The interaction is very slight, it only accounts for 0.0061% of variability in the model
(see Figure 4.5). It is possible that red subteam arrival angle range affects blue Pk, but this is
highly unlikely.
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Figure 4.16: Interaction between red and blue speeds.
4.4.5 Blue Max Speed and Red Transit Speed
A significant mixed effect is that between blue max speed and red transit speed (see Figure 4.16).
Taken together, blue max speed, red transit speed, and their interaction account for 9.28% of the
variability in the prediction model (see Figure 4.5). This is intuitive; as blues’ speeds increase
while reds decrease, blues should be more effective at closing on their targets.
Red transit speed also appears in an interaction with number of reds (see Section 4.4.2), and
number of blues per subteam (see Section 4.4.3). Blue max speed appears in an interaction with
dive angle (see Figure 4.17). This was unexpected because we did not expect dive angle to be
significant in any way. Blues with low speeds cause dive angle to have a more negative effect
on the response. We assume this is due to low fidelity flight dynamics in the simulator. Reds
should really dive at a lower velocity if they have a high dive angle. As the simulator currently
stands, reds diving at a shallow angle of 60◦ dive just as quickly as reds diving at a very steep
5◦. Reds diving at shallower angles enter their dives sooner and obtain a large speed advantage
over blue at that point. However, dive angle should not be completely discounted; even with
improved modeling of flight dynamics reds who enter a dive would gain a speed advantage if
blues are not diving with them (e.g., blues are engaging from below).
4.4.6 Insignificant Factors
We expected the secure perimeter radius to have an insignificant effect at 10 nautical miles and
above in our scenario. This is indeed the case. Both red speed variation and red max dive speed
were not expected to have significant effects, nor did they.
Neither commit range nor persistence factor have a significant effect on the response variable.
This is not surprising since they are a part of the assignment methods (except Fixed) and assign-
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Figure 4.17: Interaction between blue max speed and dive angle.
ment method was also found to not be significant compared to other factors in this experiment.
Red subteam arrival λ is not significant. We had expected it to have a negative effect on the
response variable. It is probable that our assumption of always being able to send at least the






This thesis seeks to determine the effectiveness of various task assignment methodologies for
a team of UAVs seeking to thwart an attack by another team of aggressor UAVs. Due to the
classified nature of current combat systems data on physical systems that might be employed
in such a scenario is unavailable. However, a reasonable simulation model is constructed using
data available from open literature. Future studies having access to other data should be able to
use specifications from more modern systems without significant modification to the simulated
model presented in this study.
Statistical design of experiments and regression modeling is employed as methods of analyses.
Using these analyses, we evaluate the degree to which we meet the goals of the study, as defined
in Chapter 1:
1. Determine if decentralized assignment methods approach the optimality of centralized
methods in complex scenarios with large numbers of agents.
2. Compare assignment methods to other factors in these scenarios and determine how as-
signment method compares in terms of the effect on the percentage of reds destroyed.
3. Examine the tradeoffs of global vs. local situational awareness vs. performance.
5.1.1 Assignment Methods in Complex Scenarios
Results of this study indicate that factors other than assignment method are far more significant
in terms of the effect on the percentage of reds destroyed. It is possible that this is due to a lack
of constraints in our scenario design, e.g., an unlimited number of blue agents are available to
assign to the incoming red agents. It is also possible that assignment method is, in fact, a less
significant determinant for the efficacy of the blue team. Section 5.2 gives recommendations as
to how future study might verify the results of this work.
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5.1.2 Other Factors’ Significance
Factors including number of blues per red, blue Pk, and speeds of blue and red agents proved far
more significant than assignment method. These results are rather intuitive, though the author
had expected assignment to play a significant role as well.
Number of blues per red proves the most significant, accounting for 42.88% of the variability
in the regression. The predictability of the model depends therefore depends heavily on the
number of blues per red; the more blues that are available to attack a single red, the higher
the blue team’s effectiveness. This verifies our hypothesis in Section 3.2.4. This also leads to
our conjecture that assignment method may play a greater role in a study where the number
of blues is not unlimited; the blue team would have to make careful use of available resources
in order to maximize the number of blues assigned to incoming reds without running short on
blues for later reds, potentially increasing the impact of assignment method in the blue team’s
effectiveness.
Blue Pk is the next most significant factor, accounting for 21.62% of the variability in the
regression. A more capable blue weapon system is simply more likely to be effective and
therefore leads to a more capable blue team overall. However, the number of blues available
is a better predictor of the blue team’s effectiveness. When faced with a decision to increase
the number of blues vice improving individual blue weapon systems0, increasing the number
of blues will improve the blue team’s performance more quickly, all other things being equal.
Blue and red agent speeds account for 9.28% of the variability in the regression. As blues get
faster and reds get slower the blues are more likely to intercept the reds. As reds get faster and
blues get slower, blues are less likely to intercept reds. A blue’s ability to intercept its red target
determines whether or not it is able to engage it at all; if a blue agent is unable to engage its
target then the blue agent has no chance of destroying it.
5.1.3 Global vs. Local Situational Awareness
Our results show that there is little difference between the Local Auction (which has local
situational awareness) and other assignment methods. It is important to note that our communi-
cations were modeled in low fidelity – near perfect communication was assumed. We assumed
that including simulated sensor noise in the simulator would be sufficient to differentiate be-
tween local and global situational awareness. However, in a scenario in which communications
is modeled in higher fidelity in the simulator (or a scenario performed in a physical environ-
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ment) the level of situational awareness could affect the blue’s performance. The complexities
of the model merit further study; including examining higher fidelity communication models.
5.2 Recommendations
An unlimited supply of blue UAVs is not realistic in an operational context and it is possible
that this assumption renders assignment method insignificant. Studies which modify both the
centralized and decentralized method to incorporate a limited number of available blues may
discover that assignment becomes more significant with that additional constraint. It is also
unexpected that neither red arrival rate nor red subteam arrival angle is significant. This may be
because of a lack of constraints on blues. Increasing the fidelity of the simulator by improving
flight dynamics and inducing realistic communication losses or delays may also cause these
factors to become more significant.
Field experimentation on physical UAV systems which measure the degree to which assignment
method and other factors in this experiment affect mission objectives would also be instructive.
Continuing research efforts are underway to perform such live fly field tests at Camp Roberts
California.
5.3 Future Work
Information sharing becomes most critical between team members in the engagement phase
and segmenting responsibilities for different kinds of information might impact performance.
The decision as to which agent is going to engage which target now depends on the combined
sensor data of the team. Work in which blues in a subteam have more roles than simply attacker
may be of use. For example, some blues could be used to improve distributed sensing on the
intended target and others for battle damage assessment.
It is possible that flocking is unnecessary in order for blue teams to complete their missions
effectively. Since reassignment occurs throughout the scenario, blues are changing teams as
they need to and it is probable in this scenario that flocking does not affect the response variable
at all. Indeed, flocking negatively impacts an individual blue’s velocity towards its intended
target as it must modify its velocity vector in order to flock with subteam mates. On the other
hand, if the scenario introduced blue subteams with more roles as in the previous paragraph it
might be more important for blues to maintain spatial cohesion. Studies that examine the impact
of flocking on blue’s effectiveness may prove instructive.
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Limitations in the simulator prevented using assignment frequency as an experimental factor;
the simulator ran very slow at high frequencies. This was largely due to the Local Auction sce-
nario in which the assignment algorithm had to be performed by every blue agent every time a
reassignment was calculated. This led to longer simulation times as the number of blues in the
simulator increased (a single simulation could run for up to seven hours at a reassignment fre-
quency of 1 Hz). Distributed computing could alleviate this problem and assignment frequency
could be varied and its impact on percentage of reds destroyed better investigated.
Another task assignment algorithm that might be considered for study but which requires some
modification to our scenario is a simple relaxation algorithm in which some or all blues are
always aloft (or on patrol) and assigned to reds at random when red subswarms arrive. Random
pairs of blues periodically compare their utilities (e.g., distance to target or expected time of
engagement) and exchange red targets if necessary. Simulated annealing [12] might also be
employed to avoid local minima. It is likely that this approach would be less computationally
complex that the auction approach presented herein and may be just as effective.
5.4 Lessons Learned
At the outset of the study we had intended to model agents in much greater fidelity. We had also
intended to validate aspects of the simulator and prediction model via field experimentation.
Lessons learned from attempts to realize those goals are here presented.
5.4.1 Simulating Multi-Agent Systems
At the outset of the experiment, the author made the goal to have the simulated agents at high
fidelity as compared to physical UAVs. This was carried to the point that source code for
control of both agent and physical UAV would be close to identical. The idea was that once
the simulator was in place, any changes to the agent could quickly be ported to physical UAV
software. Therefore, agents were not modeled in Repast Symphony, rather in Robot Operating
System (ROS) [56] and a network service was created to allow data to pass between ROS agents
and Repast Symphony. ROS would house the agents and Repast would provide simulation
capability. During field experimentation, ROS-driven UAVs would operate on the same agent
code developed during simulation.
Agents, however, did not scale to more than a few instances on a single machine. This issue
arose simply because we were modeling at too high a fidelity. Each agent required its own
process and behaved as though it had the use of the entire machine (as it would on a physical
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UAV), adding overhead for each new agent. Once a machine housing ROS agents reached
around 20 agents a machine was slowed significantly. The ability to simulate many agents was
therefore resource intensive under this architecture.
Sensor simulation and radio communication simulation became another large problem. In order
to simulate sensors, each agent needs to be able to quickly query other agents’ positions – and
each agent was housed in a different process and potentially on a different machine. In a non-
simulated environment this is not necessary at all since UAVs simply read their sensor inputs.
In many simulators, such as Repast Symphony, querying across processes and machines is not
necessary because agents can query the simulator itself about the location of other agents with
a nearly instantaneous response to the query. This quick response was not possible with agents
modeled in ROS. A ROS agent communicates with other agents via a peer-to-peer network that
does not broadcast or multicast communications. Recall that each ROS agent is operating in its
own process and sharing processor time with all other ROS agents on that machine. In order
for an agent to query other agents a message must be sent to each of the other agents. The
processor then gives time to each of the other agents in their turn. As the number of ROS agents
increases, the number of query messages increases much more quickly and the queries are not
able to return data in a timely manner. This is still a problem when an oracle agent is used which
stores positions of all nodes and is a central locations for queries to occur.
Due the previous problems, the simulator could only run at real time or slower. This did not
allow for a large number of experiments to be done with diverse random inputs (Monte Carlo
experimentation), which was one of the major goals of the simulator.
All of the computational and communication efficiency concerns are allayed by modeling the
UAVs as simpler agents. Removing the requirement that physical UAVs have the same code as
the simulated UAVs greatly simplifies the agent models and makes them much more scalable
(thousands of agents on single machine). Agents were therefore modeled in Repast Symphony
not ROS, and field experimentation has been left to future work. Repast models agents as
lightweight threads that can communicate very efficiently with one another.
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6.1 GLPK Model File For Transportation Problem
set R; /*reds*/
set B; /*blues*/
param D{i in R, j in B};
var X{R, B}, integer, >= 0;
minimize distances: sum{i in R, j in B} D[i,j] * X[i,j];
s.t. oneBAssignedToEachR{j in B}: sum{i in R} X[i, j] = 1; #EXACTLY one per (blues can
only be assigned to a single red)




set R := 1 2 3 4 5 6 ;
#indices of blues
set B := 1 2 3 4 5 6 ;
#6 x 6 euclidean distance matrix
param D : 1 2 3 4 5 6 :=
1 627.181495905 566.380212365 677.63626389 319.463499152 582.451343117 989.122482157
2 511.662736982 841.933103937 381.186580822 111.892799472 397.152694222 174.130135471
3 943.348905814 696.51550162 280.34696968 474.697409718 597.297712715 55 6.24896907
4 978.835242592 771.084851534 719.426512315 504.754066085 652.320096538 947.774497755
5 724.437101479 687.018945928 39.4708262044 997.315396973 334.379303748 771.341542999
6 888.85185317 853.966460952 883.633502551 779.288368983 851.255294101 8 58.596590958 ;
end;
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